Town of Shelburne, Vermont
SELECTBOARD MEETING AGENDA
Tuesday, September 22, 2020

VIRTUAL/REMOTE MEETING -- LOGIN/CALL IN DETAILS BELOW
Join SELECTBOARD Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85096113148?pwd=eVk5UEpsc29RTEQvSWJ0K1FZWUdwQT09
Meeting ID: 850 9611 3148
Passcode: 1LkEbs
Dial by your location
+1 929 205 6099 US (New York)
+1 301 715 8592 US (Germantown)
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
Meeting ID: 850 9611 3148
Passcode: 475417
Call to Order/Roll Call

7:00 P.M.

*Approve Agenda

7:00 P.M.

*Approve meeting minutes of September 8, 2020

7:00 P.M.

Public Comments

7:05 P.M.

Selectboard Comments

7:15 P.M.

Town Manager Report: updates on economic development and property taxes

7:20 P.M.

Business report – pandemic adaptations, Shelburne Athletic Club

7:25 P.M.

*CBC appointment(s)

7:35 P.M.

*Public Hearing: Shelburnewood Co-op CDBG grant application

7:45 P.M.

*Regulatory Reform: process update

7:55 P.M.

*Consider speed limit change on a portion of Mount Philo Road; set hearing date

8:05 P.M.

*Fog line striping of Town roads – decision on width of traveled lanes

8:20 P.M.

*Grand List correction – “error and omission”

8:30 P.M.

*Wastewater allocations

8:35 P.M.

*Adjourn

8:45 P.M.

*Decision Item. Times allotted to each agenda item are approximate and may vary depending on the
discussion.

Town of Shelburne, Vermont
SELECTBOARD MEETING ANNOTATED AGENDA
Tuesday, September 22, 2020

VIRTUAL/REMOTE MEETING -- LOGIN/CALL IN DETAILS BELOW
Join SELECTBOARD Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85096113148?pwd=eVk5UEpsc29RTEQvSWJ0K1FZWUdwQT09
Meeting ID: 850 9611 3148
Passcode: 1LkEbs
Dial by your location
+1 929 205 6099 US (New York)
+1 301 715 8592 US (Germantown)
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
Meeting ID: 850 9611 3148
Passcode: 475417

Call to Order/Roll Call

7:00 P.M.

*Approve Agenda

7:00 P.M.

*Approve meeting minutes of September 8, 2020

7:00 P.M.

Public Comments

7:05 P.M.

Selectboard Comments

7:15 P.M.

Town Manager Report: updates on economic development and property taxes

7:20 P.M.

Business report – pandemic adaptations, Shelburne Athletic Club

7:25 P.M.

*CBC appointment(s)

7:35 P.M.

Chandler Noyes seeks appointment to the NRCC, to fill out Susan Moegenburg’s term. Susan stepped
down recently, and we thank her for her years of service. I understand that NRCC Chair Gail Albert
supports this appointment. The term would begin now and run until 4/1/2021.
*Public Hearing: Shelburnewood Co-op CDBG grant application

7:45 P.M.

This is a reapplication for the same project which the Selectboard had endorsed previously – seeking
funds for a study examining the feasibility of expanding the mobile home park on land it already owns.
As I understand it, as before, the Town’s match can be met with Dean Pierce’s in-kind assistance. A
motion to adopt the attached resolution and authorize the Town Manager to sign on behalf of the
Board (as done before in this COVID-era environment) will help this application move forward.

*Regulatory Reform: path forward

7:55 P.M.

Per request of the Board, I am working toward the goal of a meeting and discussion with CBC Chairs
about the concept of regulatory review and the process that might involve. That discussion has not yet
occurred; thus, it’s premature to pursue further public discussion of these matters at this time. That
said, it may be helpful to reiterate a high-level proposed construct for moving forward. To wit:
As noted, the CBC Chair discussion must occur, which I hope will lead to consensus on an approach to
certain aspects of regulatory reform.
A suggested ‘phase 1’ would focus on more purely process-related issues that do not necessarily
involve a deep dive into the content of zoning regulations themselves. For example:
Joint meetings of the PC and DRB – no zoning changes required.
Work toward greater clarity in timing, sequencing, and handling/combining of applications
involving multiple CBCs and/or multiple types of reviews for administrative efficiency and
judicial economy. Indeed, state statute requires municipalities to do just that.
No zoning changes needed.
Exempting interior renovations of residential structures from permitting.
Exempting exterior maintenance or in-kind repair of residential structures from permitting
where no expansion of footprint or building coverage is involved (unless perhaps in a
historic/design review district, if colors, textures, or materials are changing).
Exempting from permitting minor residential accessory structures (such as garden sheds) under
a certain size (120 sq ft is a common threshold) if not on permanent footings or foundation.
Expanding opportunity for administrative review of minor matters such as boundary line
adjustments, non-material changes to previously approved projects or plans, and minor
subdivisions.
Just these changes alone would unload significant burdens of time, effort, and expense for all parties
involved, without undermining values enshrined in the Town Plan and/or Zoning Ordinance. If we can
get to agreement on some or all of these process changes, then drafting the amendments needed
should be a simple process; and as the Planning Commission has expressed a desire for direction from
the Selectboard, then a directive from the Selectboard to do these as highest priority would keep this
moving forward. Following that, adopting these could be expedited as interim bylaws, which would
provide at least three important benefits: rapid implementation, demonstration to the community of a
commitment to action, and acceptance of these inherently as an experiment that has a clear expiration
date. If they work, we can adopt permanently; if they don’t, we can amend them further or let them
expire. That should alleviate any ‘fear factor’ of what may be perceived as major change, but which
really is not.

A ‘phase 2’ approach, if the will and willingness exists, would then involve a deeper dive into more
substantive changes to the bylaws, which will likely and inevitably involve more expansive review and
discussion. I’ll leave it at that for now.

*Consider speed limit change on a portion of Mount Philo Road; set hearing date

8:05 P.M.

As a part of ongoing concerns and the quest for improvements in bike/ped safety, it has been
suggested that the speed limit be decreased on the northerly portion of Mount Philo Road as it
approaches the four-way stop. By way of process, changes in traffic control measures such as adding
STOP signs or changing speed limits requires ordinance amendments. Tonight will be the ‘first reading’
and consideration of this matter; upon which if desired, a public hearing can be warned.
There is a process to be followed for changing speed limits, as described in the 2016 document,
“Setting Speed Limits – A Guide for Vermont Towns”. The purpose is to ensure that speed limits are
chosen in a rational manner, and not randomly or because it is thought that we “like” a particular limit.
The two key steps described are to conduct a speed study to learn motorists’ current behavior, and to
analyze roadway conditions and surrounding land uses. Our PD did the former, and I did the latter.
Key elements for this evening are:
The conceptual question of whether we think lowering the speed limit is helpful and prudent;
What that lower speed limit should be; and
Where the speed limit should change.
By way of background, the speed limit on this road in Charlotte is 45 MPH. That may well make sense,
given its rural nature, relatively undeveloped adjacent land uses, and length of road. It changes to 35
MPH in Shelburne, and currently remains at 35 MPH all the way in to the four-way stop.
There appears to be consensus that lowering the speed limit is a good idea. Presuming that, then the
question is what’s an appropriate lower limit. This should be based in part on actual, ‘natural’ speeds
that motorists currently drive, and a review or analysis of the nature of the roadway itself and
adjoining land uses. ‘Natural’ rate of travel is important, as the Vermont guidebook expressly cautions
municipalities not to set speed limits artificially low.
Measured speed data indicate that the average rate of travel on this road during certain hours on 9/16
and 9/17 was between 34.6 MPH and 41.2 MPH, confirmed with Lt. Thomas as being well within
normal range on a road with a posted limit of 35 MPH. Measurements were taken at two locations,
and include both southbound and northbound traffic. As noted on the attached data sheet, and as in
any data collection effort, there will always be ‘outliers’ on the low and high ends, but the data indicate
clearly that most motorists are traveling this road at normal rates of speed related to the posted limit.
These data also indicate that lowering the limit for part of this road to 30 MPH might be reasonable,

but that lowering it to 25 MPH would likely be unnaturally low. A 25 MPH speed limit is typically
reserved for downtowns or villages, and not usually for collector roads or arterials.
The other key aspect, as noted, relates to surrounding land uses. As one enters Shelburne from
Charlotte, it remains relatively rural, with few interruptions into the road. The first indication that one
is entering the village area is the crosswalk at Wild Ginger Lane; yet even from there heading north, the
landscape is primarily woodland for a stretch. The next transition point is at the intersections with
Maplewood and Littlefield; and from there heading north, it becomes more densely settled, with
homes and driveways along the road, and neighborhoods with side streets becoming more prevalent.
The attached aerial photo helps to illustrate these patterns.
Based on the information presented, and also for consistency with the other three approaches to the
four-way stop, if we are going to lower the speed limit in this area, I recommend that it be 30 MPH.
Then the question is where the transition should occur. There appear to be several options for this:
Change it from 35 MPH to 30 MPH for the entire stretch of Mount Philo Road, from the town
line all the way in. Highway Superintendent Paul Goodrich suggests this approach for simplicity
and ease of understanding, and to lessen the need to litter the landscape with more signs than
necessary. He also feels that the difference between 35 MPH and 30 MPH is negligible, and not
worth differentiating. There is merit to that logic, and is likely consistent with enforcement
considerations, since 5 MPH+- over a posted limit is typically considered normal, and well
within limits of accuracy of measurement and reasonableness of enforcement.
Others suggest keeping it at 35 MPH on the outskirts, and changing to 30 MPH at Wild Ginger
Lane, being the first crosswalk encountered as one drives north. Whether this is the logical
‘break’ point or is still a bit too far removed from the village core is a judgment call.
Another a logical transition point may be the Maplewood/Littlefield intersection, where there
are two crosswalks from adjoining neighborhoods, and where the more densely settled area
begins. Based upon the guidebook and having walked and examined the area, it feels to me
that this is the area where motorists would more likely presume and respect that a lower speed
limit is more appropriate here than on the outskirts of town. Sgt. Beuerlein of Shelburne PD,
who has worked with the village safety group on various issues, agrees with that thought.
In talking with Corporal Marcoux this afternoon, who among other Officers had helped with
recent speed studies, he suggests that we make the transition point just south of Air Park Drive.
His reasoning is that motorists do not slow down instantly upon seeing a new speed limit sign,
so if the transition point were in that area, then hopefully, motorists might actually slow down
by the time they get to the pedestrian crosswalks at Wild Ginger Lane.
As you can see, there are several possibilities here, all likely reasonable and justifiable. As noted
above, there is no single “right” answer, so we can propose for public hearing wherever the
Board feels is best.

Unless we change it right at the town line, then additional treatments may be helpful to inform
motorists of the transition, wherever we place it: signs warning that the speed limit is
decreasing (not my favorite, but sometimes used elsewhere), “chevron” paint markings on the
pavement, and perhaps also a painted ‘stop bar’ on the road at the stop signs (where
crosswalks do not exist) to help lessen the apparent frequency of motorists failing to stop.
Other measures here (far more expensive) include solar powered LED-illuminated STOP signs
or a flashing red light hanging above the intersection (not likely to be embraced
enthusiastically, nor would I recommend it here); and these are outside the scope of the speed
limit question before us here.

All that said, there will be no single, perfectly objective answer here. The important thing for the
community, and for any future enforcement, is that an analysis was performed, key issues were
considered, a rational decision was reached based on those considerations, that the ordinance was
properly adopted to implement the change, and then of course that the new speed limit was posted
properly along the road.
Conclusion: if a change is to be made, then a motion to warn a public hearing is needed. By way of a
suggestion:
I move to warn a public hearing on October 13, 2020 for the Selectboard to consider amending the
Town’s speed limit ordinance by changing the speed limit on Mount Philo Road from 35 MPH to 30
MPH, in both directions between [LOCATION] and the four-way intersection with Marsett and Falls
Roads.

*Fog line striping of Town roads – decision on width of traveled lanes

8:20 P.M.

It has been suggested that certain Town should have the white ‘fog lines’ on the sides of roads striped
such that the travel lane between the centerline and fog line is ten feet wide. The premise is to cause
motorists to drive closer to the center line, thereby creating a bit more room along the side of the road
for cyclists, runners, and pedestrians.
The corollary risk suggested by others is that this may increase risk of head-on collisions by
encouraging motorists to drive closer to the center of the road in both directions.
VTrans staff and VTrans guidelines recommend striping roads for 11-foot travel lanes in most locations
other than downtown/village-type settings, and certainly for arterials or collector roads with higher
traffic volumes and/or speeds (such as Spear and Dorset Streets). That said, this does not appear to be
a strict requirement, even for these Class 2 “state aid” roads.

If the Selectboard directs us to stripe roads (where we are painting fog lines) with ten-foot travel lanes,
then that’s what we will do. Please be aware that on roads with significant truck traffic and/or higher
traffic volumes, these lines may wear out faster and may thus require repainting more frequently, as
these lines will now be closer to or within the travel portion of the road than they would be if they
were painted for 11-foot travel lanes.

*Grand List correction – “error and omission”

8:30 P.M.

As described on the attached memo from Assessor Ted Nelson, a change in land size was inadvertently
omitted in the 2020 Grand List after the landowner’s survey showed the land area to actually be 14.27
acres and not 15.04 acres as was previously thought. It was thus determined that the total assessed
value of this house and property should decrease by $2700.
Based on this new information, the Town Assessor concluded that parcel #013-0537, owned by the
Christine Griffin Trust, would change from a total value of $710,300 to $707,600. A motion to accept
this change to the Grand List as presented would suffice.
*Wastewater allocations

8:35 P.M.

As of this printing, we have two wastewater allocations to consider:
Christopher and Tamarah Fischer, 165 Lakeview Drive: an additional 70 GPD to accommodate a
second bedroom in an accessory apartment (the prior approved allocation presumed one bedroom at
140 GPD; this raises the total allocation for this use to 210 GPD).
Chris Snyder, 268 Caspian Lane (Kwiniaska Ridge): 210 GPD for a new single-family home.

*Adjourn
Thank you.

8:45 P.M.

A VIDEO RECORDING OF THE MEETING IN ITS ENTIRETY IS AVAILABLE THROUGH
VERMONTCAM.ORG. THE WRITTEN MINUTES ARE A SYNOPSIS OF THE DISCUSSION AT THE
MEETING. MOTIONS ARE AS STATED BY THE MOTION MAKER. MINUTES SUBJECT TO
CORRECTION BY THE SHELBURNE SELECTBOARD. CHANGES, IF ANY, WILL BE RECORDED IN
THE MINUTES OF THE NEXT MEETING OF THE BOARD.

TOWN OF SHELBURNE
SELECTBOARD
MINUTES OF MEETING
September 8, 2020
*Meeting held via teleconference.
MEMBERS PRESENT:
ADMINISTRATION:

OTHERS PRESENT:

Jerry Storey (Chair); Jaime Heins, Mike Ashooh, Mary
Kehoe, Kate Lalley.
Lee Krohn, Town Manager; Peter Frankenburg, Finance
Director; Dean Pierce, Planning Director; Brian Monaghan,
Town Attorney; David Hall, Tree Warden.
Members of the public participating in the meeting
included Joyce George, Don Porter, Gail Albert, Ken
Albert, Jason Grignon, Rep. Jessica Brumsted, Tom
Tompkins, Susan McLellan, Ken Scott, Lilly Young, Linda
Barker, Candace Page, Gail Henderson-King.

1.
CALL TO ORDER
Chair Jerry Storey called the teleconference meeting to order at 7 PM, explained the
procedure to be followed, and held a roll call.
2.
APPROVE AGENDA
MOTION by Jaime Heins, SECOND by Mike Ashooh, to approve the agenda as
presented. VOTING by roll call: unanimous (4-0) [Kate Lalley not present for vote];
motion carried.
3.
MINUTES
August 25, 2020
MOTION by Mary Kehoe, SECOND by Jaime Heins, to approve the minutes with
deletion of the new business update agenda item since the owner of the business
being highlighted could not attend the meeting, and the global correction to the
name of the Finance Committee. VOTING by roll call: unanimous (4-0) [Kate
Lalley not present for vote]; motion carried.
4.
PUBLIC COMMENT
None.
5.
SELECTBOARD COMMENTS
 School is back in session so please watch for students going to school and school
buses.
 Taxes are due 9/15/20.
6.
TOWN MANAGER REPORT/UPDATE
Lee Krohn reported:
• Shelburne Falls Road closed for culvert replacement by VTrans over weekend of
9/11/20.
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Four proposals have been received for the economic development consultant.
Staff will provide a recommendation.
Shelburne requested COVID funds (approximately $5,000 from FEMA and
$9,000 from Vermont for reimbursement of expenses incurred during the
pandemic.
Bike/ped radar sign on Marsett Road will be installed once received.
Speed tubes are down on Mount Philo Road for a speed study. There has been
request for line striping as well. The width of the lanes will be determined and
when a contractor is available the lines will be painted. VTrans paints the center
yellow lines.
The cost estimate for the School Street crosswalk s $6,000. [Following discussion,
the consensus of the Selectboard is to install the crosswalk.]
Guardrails on Bay Road will be moved in the fall.

7.
APPOINT TREASURER
MOTION by Mary Kehoe, SECOND by Kate Lalley, to appoint Linda Barker to
the position of Shelburne Town Treasurer for a one-year appointment beginning at
the conclusion of the background check and to end no later than September 30,
2021. VOTING by roll call: unanimous (5-0); motion carried.
Appreciation was expressed to Colleen Haag for service and dedication to the Town.
8.
TREE POLICY AMENDMENTS
Gail Henderson-King, Tree Committee, and David Hall, Tree Warden, noted changes to
the policy include minor edits and removing a statement in Section IX pertaining to tree
removal on private property. There was discussion of having the Tree Committee
investigate possible additional rewording of Section IX (Tree Removal on Private
Property) to address the Town going on private property or requiring the property owner
to remove a dangerous tree.
MOTION by Mike Ashooh, SECOND by Jaime Heins, to approve the tree policy as
proposed. VOTING by roll call: 4 ayes, one nay (Jerry Storey); motion carried.
Following further discussion of the issue of enforcing tree removal on private property,
Mary Kehoe expressed a vote in the negative to approving the tree policy as presented.
9.
REGULATORY REFORM/PLANNING GRANT APPLICATION
Dean Pierce reviewed a framework for considering regulatory revisions including
keeping in mind the effectiveness of regulations and the value achieved by a regulation or
removing a regulation, the benefit of the changes for the community versus the
individual, and the tradeoff between equity and efficiency. The administrability and
enforceability of the regulations must also be considered. Regulatory changes should
address whether a project can be done (simple yes or no answer), minimize or avoid
review of low impact projects, simplify review of moderate impact projects, and ensure
rule changes do not allow projects counter to community goals. Input from the CBCs
should be gathered on regulatory changes. Jason Grignon, Planning Commission Chair,
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added with regulatory changes the priorities need to be identified and input gathered from
the Planning Commission and other committees before taking action. The Planning
Commission has spent a lot of time on the subject. The Selectboard agreed the work done
thus far is good and the Planning Commission, staff, and the CBCs should be empowered
to provide more focus on what is to be accomplished with regulatory reform. Kate Lalley
said regulatory reform should be looked at in terms of economic development, protecting
natural resources, making the town more walkable, safer, more affordable. Lee Krohn
said the CBC Chairs can meet to discuss what can be done to get some forward
momentum on the matter.
Ken Albert, resident, spoke in support of having shared conversations and thinking
through the issues, and urged looking at both regulatory reform and making small
changes that can make a difference. There are immediate economic issues in town that
can be addressed with input from the Planning Commission, DRB, staff, and all
committee involved.
Following further discussion, there was agreement staff will draft a proposed strategy for
moving forward and explore securing a planning grant.
MOTION by Mary Kehoe, SECOND by Mike Ashooh, to approve the application
for a municipal planning grant as discussed.
DISCUSSION:
• Dean Pierce said there is no specific project for a planning grant.
Direction is needed on whether it was worth pursuing a grant that
requires a 10% match considering the current budget situation.
• Kate Lalley commented a unified bylaw would go far to simplify and
eliminate duplication in the bylaws.
VOTING by roll call: (4-0), Heins not voting due to temporary technical dificulty;
motion carried.
10.
BUDGET SCHEDULE
Lee Krohn noted the proposed schedule includes an additional meeting in both October
and December and holding the usual full day budget meeting over two evenings. Don
Porter said the Finance Committee will do its work products around the schedule. Jaime
Heins suggested the budget overview by department heads be brief, perhaps limited to
one page, and “crisp” in presentation.
MOTION by Mary Kehoe, SECOND by Kate Lalley, to confirm the schedule
proposed for budget review and discussion as set forth in the document titled:
“Proposed Budget Development Timeline for FY2022”. VOTING by roll call:
unanimous (5-0); motion carried.
11.
LIQUOR LICENSE APPLICATION: Shelburne Farms
MOTION by Mary Kehoe, SECOND by Kate Lalley, to adjourn the Selectboard
meeting and constitute the board as the Liquor Control Commission for purposes of
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consideration of the application by Shelburne Farms. VOTING by roll call:
unanimous (5-0); motion carried.
2nd Class Liquor License: Shelburne Farms
MOTION by Mary Kehoe, SECOND by Mike Ashooh, to approve the application
for a 2nd Class Liquor License by Shelburne Farms. VOTING by roll call:
unanimous (5-0); motion carried.
MOTION by Mary Kehoe, SECOND by Kate Lalley, to adjourn the Liquor Control
Commission and reconvene the regular Selectboard meeting. VOTING by roll call:
unanimous (5-0); motion carried.
12.
VLCT VOTING DELEGATE & ALTERNATE FOR TOWN FAIR
MOTION by Jaime Heins, SECOND by Kate Lalley, to appoint Lee Krohn as the
VLCT voting delegate for Shelburne and Jerry Storey as the alternate. VOTING by
roll call: unanimous (5-0); motion carried.
13.
BORROWING AUTHORIZATION: Highway Truck
Lee Krohn corrected the authorization is for purchase of the truck since the money is in
the budget. Peter Frankenburg said the highway truck is in the capital improvement plan.
MOTION by Mike Ashooh, SECOND by Kate Lalley, to authorize the purchase
request as presented (2021 International Truck from Clark’s Truck Center for
$60,874). VOTING by roll call: unanimous (5-0); motion carried.
14.
EXECUTIVE SESSION
Contract Negotiations
MOTION by Mary Kehoe, SECOND by Jaime Heins, pursuant to 1 VSA 313 to find
that premature public knowledge of the town’s strategy and contract negotiations
would clearly place the town at substantial disadvantage and to go into Executive
Session for that reason. VOTING by roll call: unanimous (5-0); motion carried.
MOTION by Mary Kehoe, SECOND by Jaime Heins, pursuant to 1 VSA 313 to
enter Executive Session to consider the town’s strategy and contract negotiations
with the police dispatch union, and invite the Town Manager, Finance Director,
Town Attorney, and Police Lieutenant to attend. VOTING by roll call: unanimous
(5-0); motion carried.
Executive Session was convened at 8:44 PM.
MOTION by Kate Lalley, SECOND by Mary Kehoe, to adjourn Executive Session
on contract negotiations. VOTING by roll call: unanimous (5-0); motion carried.
Executive Session was adjourned at 9:02 PM.
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Pending/Probable Litigation
MOTION by Mary Kehoe, SECOND by Jaime Heins, pursuant to 1 VSA 313 to find
that premature public knowledge of pending/probable litigation would clearly place
the town at substantial disadvantage and to go into Executive Session for that
reason. VOTING by roll call: unanimous (5-0); motion carried.
MOTION by Mary Kehoe, SECOND by Jaime Heins, pursuant to 1 VSA 313 to
enter Executive Session to consider pending/probable litigation, and invite the Town
Manager and Town Attorney to attend. VOTING by roll call: unanimous (5-0);
motion carried.
Executive Session was convened at 9:04 PM.
MOTION by Mary Kehoe, SECOND by Mike Ashooh, to adjourn Executive
Session. VOTING by roll call: unanimous (5-0); motion carried.
Executive Session was adjourned at 9:33 PM.
15.
ADJOURNMENT
MOTION by Mary Kehoe, SECOND by Jaime Heins, to adjourn the meeting.
VOTING by roll call: unanimous (5-0); motion carried.
The meeting was adjourned at 9:34 PM.
RScty by tape: MERiordan

_____________________________
For the Selectboard

_____________________________
Date

VCDP Planning Grant 2019

Organization: Town of Shelburne

07110-PG-2019-Shelburne-05

Read Me Page

Application Target Dates
September 10, 2019
February 11, 2020
April 14, 2020

Board Meeting Dates
November 7, 2019
April 2, 2020
June 11, 2020

What Board Meeting is your project targeting? 4/2/2020
1.

PUBLIC HEARING: Every applicant must hold a public hearing before the application can be submitted.
Please see the Boards and Meetings VCDP website and be certain to get the public hearing notice
published as required. Also if the application is a consortium one, keep in mind that more than one
public hearing may be required. The public hearing notice form is part of the on-line application, so be
sure to complete the form as one of the first steps in completing this application. For further information,
contact your CD Specialist.

2.

MUNICIPAL PLAN: All applicant communities, including consortium member communities, must have
an adopted and still current (municipal plans expire 5 years after adoption) Municipal Plan under 24
V.S.A. Chapter 117, Subchapter 5. For further information, contact your CD Specialist.

.
3.

4.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW: Every project is required to complete an Environmental Review. For further
guidance on Environmental Review please refer to our Environmental Review Webpage or contact the
Department's Environmental Officer.
HISTORIC PRESERVATION: Every project is subject to review under Section 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act, please complete the Section 106 Preliminary Review Form and submit it to
the email listed on the form. The Department's Environmental Officer. can assist you with completing the
form, and staff from the Division for Historic Preservation will assist you with the Section 106 Process.
NOTE: Any application that is not submitted to Agency in time to be reviewed by the June Community
Development Board meeting will need to start a new application for the next fiscal year which starts July
1.

a

I certify that I have read and understand this page, and if I am not an employee of the applicant
municipality, I have made the applicant municipality aware of the requirements on this page.
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Organization: Town of Shelburne

07110-PG-2019-Shelburne-05

Program Area Selection

a Housing
Economic Development
Public Facilities
Public Services
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Organization: Town of Shelburne

07110-PG-2019-Shelburne-05

Executive Summary: Shelburnewood expansion feasibility

Working Title for Project Shelburnewood expansion
feasibility
Applicant Municipality (or lead applicant if applying as a consortium): Town of Shelburne

Is this a consortium project?
Yes
a No
If Yes, please select the participating municipalities. *
Participating Municipalities
Chief Executive Officer (of lead applicant if consortium application) Lee Krohn
Contact Person (of lead applicant if consortium Application) Dean Pierce
Person who prepared this application Julia Curry
Municipal DUNS#:099681488
a I certify the Municipalities DUNS# above is current and valid, it blank please enter the Municipalities
DUNS# on the "Municipal Policies, Plans, and Insurance" page under the Organization Detail page.
Estimated Project Funding:
VCDP Request
Municipal Funds
All Other Funds
Total (Municipal & Other)
Total Project Funding

$60,000
$2,000
$13,632
$15,632
$75,632

Please select all that apply: *
Applicant intends to: keep a subgrant loan the VCDP Funds.
Enter legal name of Subgrantee:*
Shelburnewood Mobile Home Cooperative, Inc.
219 Shelburnewood Drive, Shelburne, VT, 05482 N/A
DUNS#
Federal ID# 30-0953448
Enter legal name of Borrower:*
a N/A
DUNS# 099681488
Federal ID#
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Organization: Town of Shelburne

07110-PG-2019-Shelburne-05

National and State Objectives

The following apply:

a Housing
Economic Development
Public Facility
Public Service
National Objective *
a LMI
Slums & Blight
Urgent Need
Note: For the purpose of planning activities, it is understood the work will have the potential to benefit low and
moderate income individuals.
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Organization: Town of Shelburne

07110-PG-2019-Shelburne-05
Grantee Roles and Capacity

ROLE/TASK TO BE PERFORMED

NAME OF RESPONSIBLE PERSON

TITLE OF
RESPONSIBLE
PERSON

1. Project Application
Management/Preparer

Julia Curry

Shelburnewood/CDI, Coop
Housing Specialist

2. Environmental Review Preparer

Julia Curry

Shelburnewood/CDI, Coop
Housing Specialist

3. Architect

No architect

n/a

4. Engineer

Decided by procurement

tbd

Do
you
antici
pate
this
servi
ce
being
paid
for
with
VCD
P
funds
?
Yes
Noa
Unsur
e N/A
Yes
Noa
Unsur
e N/A
Yes
No
Unsur
ea
N/A

a
Yes
No
Unsur
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Grantee Roles and Capacity

e N/A
5. Project Manager (Contact for project
progress during implementation, start to
finish)

Decided by procurement

a. Preparation of Progress Reports

Julia Curry

tbd

Shelburnewood/CDI, Coop
Housing Specialist

b. Review/submission of Progress
Reports

Dean Pierce

6. Historic Preservation Consultant(s)

Enviro review to determine if needed

tbd

7. Financial Management at the
Municipal Level
a. Reviews/approves invoices

Dean Pierce

Town of Shelburne,
Director of Planning

b. Submits requisitions for
disbursement of grant funds

Dean Pierce

c. Approves payments

Lee Krohn

01/08/2020

a
Yes
No
Unsur
e N/A

Town of Shelburne,
Director of Planning

Town of Shelburne,
Director of Planning

Town of Shelburne, Town

a
Yes
No
Unsur
e N/A

a
Yes
No
Unsur
e N/A
Yes
Noa
Unsur
e N/A

a
Yes
No
Unsur
e N/A

a
Yes
No
Unsur
e N/A

a
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Grantee Roles and Capacity

Manager

d. Prepares checks for payment of
invoices

e. Signs checks

Yes
No
Unsur
e N/A

a
Yes
No
Unsur
e N/A

a
Yes
No
Unsur
e N/A

f. Maintains and controls accounting
records, including ledgers

g. Reconciliation of bank statements

h. Preparation/submission of
Subrecipient Annual Report/Single Audit

i. Reports financial status of grant to
Municipal Governing Body

01/08/2020

a
Yes
No
Unsur
e N/A

a
Yes
No
Unsur
e N/A
Yes
Noa
Unsur
e N/A

a
Yes
No
Unsur
e N/A
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Grantee Roles and Capacity

8. Financial Person at the
Subrecipient/Borrower Level

9. Compliance Management
a. Preparation of Request for
Proposals/Qualifications for construction

b. Responsible for oversight of bid
solicitation/procurement of contractors

c. Review/execution of contracts for
construction

d. Review/submission of certified
payrolls (only applies to projects that are
subject to Davis Bacon)

e. Clerk of the Works

f. Inspection of work prior to release of
payment
01/08/2020

a
Yes
No
Unsur
e N/A
To be done by Project Manager

a
Yes
No
Unsur
e N/A

To be done by Project Manager

a
Yes
No
Unsur
e N/A
Yes
No
Unsur
ea
N/A
Yes
No
Unsur
ea
N/A
Yes
No
Unsur
ea
N/A
Yes
Noa
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Grantee Roles and Capacity

Unsur
e N/A
Yes
Noa
Unsur
e N/A

Other

For Economic Development Projects, if
project is not an Economic Development
project, select N/A:
ROLE/TASK TO BE PERFORMED

a N/A

NAME OF RESPONSIBLE PERSON

TITLE OF
RESPONSIBLE
PERSON

1. Responsible for Job
Creation/Retention Requirements
For Scattered Sites Projects, if project is
not a Scattered Sites project, select N/A:
ROLE/TASK TO BE PERFORMED

a N/A
NAME OF RESPONSIBLE PERSON

TITLE OF
RESPONSIBLE
PERSON

1. Outreach/Marketing
2. Intake/Application review
3. Verification of application
information/Underwriter
4. Housing rehab inspections
5. Tier II Environmental Reviews
6. Manager of Escrow Accounts
7. Loan Servicer
8. Delinquent Accounts Collector

01/08/2020
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Project Description

Provide a description of the project. Be sure to include the following:
a)

Provide a detailed description of the scope of work and be sure to identify each Work Product
resulting from the planning work.
The Town of Shelburne seeks a VCDP grant on behalf of the Shelburnewood Mobile Home Cooperative ,
to assess the feasibility of developing new lots for manufactured homes on approximately 7 acres of the
co-op's property.

Potential for development exists because the co-op owns 7+ acres of land outright and the infrastructure
conditions are excellent. Town water and sewer service were upgraded in the existing park in 2014
[confirm year] with an eye to this expansion; likewise, the roadway in Harrington Village—which abuts to
the north—was designed to serve this expansion, and the traffic study for that complex covered this
possibility. New lots would add workforce housing to the village center, meeting town goals for type and
location of new housing and regional goals for “smart growth” located on bus lines.
The Work Products resulting from the grant will be answers to the following five questions :
1. The cost to develop the lots
2. Market information, including
• Price points for a successful lot rent
• Desired amenities for park services
• Considerations in marketing to households below 110% of a.m.i.
• Options to partner with Efficiency Vermont, Champlain Housing Trust, and Habitat for Humanity to help
low- and moderate-income households buy homes in the park
• A plan to market the lots, including timeframe to fill them
3. Financial risk and financing options
• Available public subsidies and what it would require to access them
• Available public financing and what it would require to access it
• Available other resources, including financing from CDFIs and the Cooperative Capital program of
VSECU
• What financial institutions would fund the construction phase and what they require
• Whether any development partner can be identified to mitigate risk
4. Permitting requirements and any legal issues
5. The impacts of development on existing co-op members and on the existing park itself (if any)
To answer these questions, the Scope of Work includes hiring an engineer and landscape architect ; a
development consultant, and potentially a marketing consultant.

b)

Provide the address or location of the project. Be sure to include street address, city and zip.
Shelburnewood Mobile Home Cooperative, 219 Shelburnewood Drive, Shelburne, VT, 05482

01/08/2020
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Project Description

c)

The service area for this project if it serves beyond the municipality applying. (If not applicable
enter N/A)
New workforce housing would serve the metro area as well as the town.

d)

Attach a location map and site plans.
a N/A

e)

You may also submit photographs.The Grantee agrees that upon submission to the State the
Grantee relinquishes all rights to ownership or control over the photographs and that all photographs
become the sole property of the State of Vermont and may not be copyrighted or resold by the Grantee .
The Grantee will exercise due care in creating or selecting content for photographs to ensure that such
images do not violate the copyright, trademark, privacy or similar rights of others. To the extent the
Grantee uses copyrighted materials in performance of work under this Grant the Grantee shall document
and provide the State with the precise terms of the licensed use granted to the State by the owner of the
copyright for future use of the copyrighted material. The Grantee shall not use any copyright protected
material in the creation of photographs under this Grant Application that would require the payment of
any fee for present or future use of the same by the State.
Model releases. The grantee will be responsible for obtaining appropriate signed model release forms
when photographing people and minors. All forms must be reviewed and approved by the State prior to
use. Signed model release forms must be filed with the State at the same time images are distributed.
a N/A

f)

Is any part of the project located in a flood plain?
Yes
a No
If only part of the project is located in a flood plain, please clarify what part is in the flood plain.

g)

If implemented would the project be located in a designated downtown or designated village
center as determined by the Downtown Development Board?
a Yes
No
If no, is it located downtown?
Yes
No
If only part of the project is located in a designated downtown, designated village center or
simply in the downtown, please clarify what part.

h)

Please provide the Environmental Review Identifier Number and status of the Environmental
Review for this project. Please Note: Completion of the Environmental Review is not required before submitting an
application, but it is critical that you have a handle on what environmental review components may impact your project’s
timeline/budget in order to properly represent the budget and timeline in the project’s application .
ENV-2019-SHELBURNE-028

01/08/2020
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Project Budget: Housing: General Administration

General Administration
$60,000
$64,424

Activity
VCDP Amount Requested
Activity Total

If you are uploading your Activity Details and Basis for Estimates , put See Attached in the textbox and upload your document .

Activity Details and Basis for Estimates*
Activity consists of CDI staff (or a contractor) and town staff administering the grant. The basis for estimates: a calculation from the town based on the
Planning Director's hourly rate (wages+benefits) and a similar calculation from CDI.

Instructions: For the Other Resources entries below, please select the appropriate resource, the resource type and enter the amount. If you select “Other” as the Resource,
enter a brief description in the “Other Description” column. If you have supporting documentation for the Resource and can upload an electronic version, use the Browse
button and upload the document. The Other Resources Total and the Activity Total will be calculated when you Save this page .
Other Resources

Type

Amount

Other Description

Other

Cash

$3,000

(MUNI) - Municipal Contribution

Cash-In-Kind

$1,424

From Shelburnewood
Cooperative
Town staff time

Total

01/08/2020

Funding
Source
Private

Status

Upload

Committed

a

State/Local

Committed

a

Alread
Upload

$4,424
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Project Budget: Housing: Planning - Only

Planning - Only
$60,000
$69,632

Activity
VCDP Amount Requested
Activity Total

If you are uploading your Activity Details and Basis for Estimates , put See Attached in the textbox and upload your document .

Activity Details and Basis for Estimates*

https://egrants.vermont.gov/_Upload/237496_8061488-SWgrantbudget,sources.xlsx
Instructions: For the Other Resources entries below, please select the appropriate resource, the resource type and enter the amount. If you select “Other” as the Resource,
enter a brief description in the “Other Description” column. If you have supporting documentation for the Resource and can upload an electronic version, use the Browse
button and upload the document. The Other Resources Total and the Activity Total will be calculated when you Save this page .
Other Resources

Type

Amount

Other Description

Other

Cash

$9,632

From Shelburnewood
Cooperative

Total

01/08/2020

Funding
Source
Private

Status

Upload

Alread
Upload

In-Hand

a

$9,632
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Project Need

Project need is well-documented (e.g. studies, updated data, etc).
1.
Describe the need for this project.*
Chittenden County, and the Town of Shelburne specifically, have a chronic need for affordable housing
relative to the wage base in the county. Of towns in Chittenden County, Shelburne has the
second-highest ratio of home prices to county-level incomes. In 2017 the median sale price for homes in
Shelburne was $380,950 while the median household income in the county was $56,828.

* As of 2015, almost 20,000 households in Chittenden County were "cost-burdened" (paying more for
housing than is financially secure) or otherwise living in substandard housing. This includes over half of
the renter households in the Town of Shelburne.
https://egrants.vermont.gov/_Upload/237551_8062276-Shelburnecost-burdenedrenters.pdf
2.

Describe the manner in which the need was determined and how your project (proposal) will meet the
need described in #1 (cite relevant data and attach any studies or information to support this need).*
The tables attached here and to Question #1, provided by VHFA, use data from HUD and the U.S.
Census Bureau to show the need to add affordable housing in Shelburne .
Manufactured homes are the most affordable homes one can purchase in the county . [cite monthly
payment amount and source.] And Vermonters benefit from state-supported mortgage programs for
manufactured homes that make it easier for renters to become homeowners. Therefore, adding lots for
manufactured homes presents a rare opportunity to expand the stock of highly affordable
homeownership in the county.
https://egrants.vermont.gov/_Upload/237551_8062278-ChittCohousinggaps.pdf

There is not a more appropriate solution than the one presented.
3.
a) Describe why this is the best approach to meet this need.*
Adding lots for more manufactured homes will expand the stock of affordable and workforce housing in
the region while meeting the cooperative's goal of strengthening its operations as a park and a
business.

b) Identify other approaches that were considered and explain why they were not pursued.*
Since the grant purpose is to enable the Shelburnewood Cooperative to assess the feasibility of
developing its privately owned land, no other approach to adding affordable housing on that land is under
consideration.

All appropriate funding sources have been sought.
4.
Describe the effort to obtain other funding, and why particular funding sources were considered but not
pursued.*
The Cooperative sought to apply for a VHCB feasibility grant for this project, but was denied on the
basis that VHCB made grants to the co-op in the past.

5.

Explain the level of municipal government support.*
The Town will provide approximately 20 hours of staff time, mainly that of the Director of Planning &

01/08/2020
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Project Need

Zoning, for general administration of the grant.

How well the project meets a Consolidated Plan goal.
For specific information about the Consolidated Plan refer to the VCDP Application Instructions and Program
Guide or contact your CD Specialist.
.

6.

Describe how the project meets the goals of the Consolidated Plan and identify the strategies that will be
employed to meet those goals.*

Is the project consistent with the local Municipal Plan?
7.
Please provide a letter from the Municipality that tells us how this project is consistent with the Municipal
Plan.*

Is the project consistent with the Regional Plan?
8.
Upload a certification from the Regional Planning Commission that the project is consistent with the
Regional Plan. Provide clarification if needed.*

9.

If this project is being carried out on behalf of the municipalities within your county or region, the
application must include documentation of regional support. If not applicable please enter N/ A in the
textbox.*
N/A

Degree of health/safety risks to beneficiaries.

10.

Describe how this project, if it were to be implemented, would directly address a health or safety issue
for the intended beneficiaries.*
N/A

Timing Pressures
11.
Please describe, if applicable, any particular issues that make this project "time sensitive".*
N/A

01/08/2020
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Project Impact

Level of beneficiary involvement in the development of the project, as appropriate.
12.
Describe how persons of low- and moderate- income were involved in the development of this project.
How have they shown support?*
This project was wholly generated by the Shelburnewood Mobile Home Cooperative, a resident-owned
community of 28 households, at least 70% of whom have incomes below the area median. The co-op
began exploring this idea in 2016 and are returning to that effort now.

The direct benefit to the existing households will be a larger and stronger cooperative business that
spreads expenses more widely and provides a larger pool of members able to help run the park. The
project also meets the cooperative principle "Concern for Community." Members of the cooperative
want to see if the best use of their land will be to give more households a chance at affordable
homeownership.

How well the project indirectly impacts the community and/or additional LMI people.
13.
Describe the indirect impact to the community, if it were to be implemented, and other LMI beneficiaries
that may be indirectly served by the project.*
In light of the high ratio of Shelburne home prices to county-level wages, adding any affordable housing
brings a strong benefit to the town by providing a homeownership option to low- to moderate-income
people who live or work in the area and are shut out of owning a home. The total cost to own a new home
in the park typically comes in at under $1,000/ month, in contrast to the current 'Fair Market Rent' for this
Metropolitan Statistical Area of $1,544/month.

01/08/2020
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Project Feasibility

Readiness to start within four months of the award.
14.
Please specifically identify the level of access to any land or buildings that will be required in order to
complete your project as proposed; please explain when and how you expect to obtain such access. For
specific information about site control requirements refer to the VCDP Application Instructions and
Program Guide. *
The cooperative owns the land in question. There is nothing to hinder contractors accessing it to
complete their work.

15.

Please Identify the status of commitments from each other funding source; please identify when
commitments are expected from each funding source.*br />The cooperative has the money in hand to
cover its required matching funds.

Benefit/Timeframe Feasibility
16.
There must be a reasonable expectation for achieving benefits for persons of low- and moderateincome if the plan(s) developed with the use of VCDP funds was to be implemented. Explain what the
anticipated benefit(s) would be and how this was determined.*
If development is found to be feasible we expect that the work can be done within two years, allowing
time to apply for grants/ subsidized loans. Lots will then be available for low- and moderate-income
buyers to place homes or buy any placed by partners such as Habitat for Humanity.

17.

Time Table:
(a) Provide a project time line. Include dates for each proposed activity as well as for procurement steps
including hiring, the achievement of the Benefit completion, and any other key dates for actions to carry
out this project. *

(b) How was this time table determined?*

18.

If the applicant community has an open PG, please explain its capacity to administer an additional PG
and describe the timeline to complete the open PG.*
The Town is applying for a different Planning Grant. Since this project will be administered by the co-op
and its TA contractor it will not require much of the town staff's time.

Cost estimates are reasonably supported.
19.
Submit back-up documentation to support the cost shown on the Budget Forms. If supporting
documentation was uploaded to the budget forms, select N/A. *

a N/A

01/08/2020
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Project Feasibility

20.

Despite best efforts and built in contingencies, please explain how cost overruns will be covered.*
Part of assessing this project's feasibility is to explore two options for handling the risk of cost overruns:
1. To line up backup financing from CDFIs, especially those dedicated to funding cooperatives, and
2. To seek a nonprofit or for-profit development partner with the capacity to absorb some of this risk.

01/08/2020
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Municipal Resolution(s) and Regulations: Town of Shelburne

Community Town of Shelburne
1.

Does your community have a valid Municipal Development Plan in Accordance with 24 V.S.A.
Chapter 117?*
a Yes
No
Date adopted
Date expired 1/1/1905

2.

The appropriate Resolution for VCDP Grant Application Authority has been executed and
uploaded or mailed to DHCD.
Resolution Uploaded:*

3.

Does your community currently regulate development within the floodplain? *
Yes
No
Uploaded copy of your Flood Hazard Area Regulations.

4.

Has a current designee from the municipality attended a Fair Housing Training by DHCD or a
training approved by DHCD withing the past three years? * If Yes, please verify information has
been entered on the "Municipal Policies, Plans and Insurance" page. If no, please see upcoming
trainings on our Departments website at: http://accd.vermont.gov/housing/events
Yes
No

5.
Please
have your municipal zoning administrator complete and sign the Municipal Fair
Housing Certification form below and upload.

01/08/2020
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Public Hearing Notice: 12/26/2019 01/14/2020

For publication on or before 12/26/2019
Tear Sheet Requested.
Notice of Public Hearing

The Town of Shelburne n/a is/are considering making application to the State of Vermont for a VCDP Planning
Grant 2019 under the Vermont Community Development Program. A public hearing will be held at 7PM on
1/14/2020 at 5420 Shelburne Road, Shelburne, VT to obtain the views of citizens on community development,
to furnish information concerning the amount of funds available and the range of community development
activities that may be undertaken under this program, the impact to any historic and archaeological resources
that may be affected by the proposed project, and to give affected citizens the opportunity to examine the
proposed statement of projected use of these funds.
The proposal is to apply for $60,000 in VCDP funds which will be used to accomplish the following activities:
To enable Shelburnewood Mobile Home Cooperative to assess the feasibility of developing land it owns for
new lots for manufactured homes.
Copies of the proposed application are available at Town Manager 's office and may be viewed during the
hours of 8AM - 5PM weekdays. Should you require any special accommodations, please contact Lee Krohn,
Town Manager at 802-985-5111 to ensure appropriate accommodations are made. For the hearing impaired
please call (TTY) #1-800-253-0191.
Legislative Body for the Town of Shelburne
Copy submitted by: Lee Krohn
Phone: 802-985-5111
Send tear sheet to: lkrohn@shelburnevt.org
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